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If we launch a literature search on
«radiofrequency and brain functions» on PubMed
database,
we retrieve more than 2850 items (only in
humans)

Scientific interest in the literature

Scientists were interested at different outcomes of
brain functioning and activity:

- Cognition and behavior
- Waking EEG activity
- Sleeping EEG activity



Brain functioning: cognition & behavior

A speeding up of performance was observed
more strongly during analogue

than digital RF exposure.



There is a facilitatory effect on brain 
functioning, especially in some tasks 

requiring attention
and manipulation of

information in working memory



Facilitatory effect on both 
vigilance and attention



NOT REPLICATED !!!



NOT REPLICATED !!!



In conclusion: (1) cognition & behavior



Brain functioning: waking & sleeping EEG activity



Brain functioning: waking EEG activity

Active MPs affect neural
function in humans and do 

so as a function of 
exposure duration



Alpha band influenced by 
real exposure



Increased spectral power in 
the waking

electroencephalogram in the 
alpha range



In conclusion: (2) waking EEG activity



Brain functioning: sleep EEG activity

After exposure sleep latency 
and REM sleep percentage 

were reduced,
and all frequency bands 

resulted increased



Waking after sleep onset 
was reduced 

and spectral power in the 
alpha and sleep spindle 

ranges increased
under exposure.



Alpha and sigma EEG 
resulted enhanced

in the first 30
minutes of NREM sleep



In conclusion: (3) sleeping EEG activity



Open points for future research

- Other type of signals (e.g., radio-base stations, 5G)

- Environmental exposure

- Cumulative effects (from chronic exposure)

- Individual sensitivity (e.g., Idiopathic Environmental Intolerance attributed
to Electromagnetic Fields: IEI-EMF)

- Particular vulnerability of some groups of people (e.g., elderly, children
and adolescents, epileptic patients)
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